
         
         
         
      
 
 

 
Dear Parents and Guardians, 
 
Students in Years 7 to 9 in 2021, will no longer be using Cambridge MATHS texts and will instead 
be using Maths Pathway as the core resource. The cost per student for this resource will be levied. 
 
For students in Years 10 to 12, the mathematics textbook orders for 2021 are book-listed on the 
school website.  
 
However, for any families wishing to purchase 2nd hand copies (Years 10 to 12 only), please ensure 
that you have the 2nd edition text title for your year/subject and you will also need to purchase a 
CambridgeGO reactivation code to accompany the text so that students have access to the 
associated online resources. 
 
Below is a listing of the Year 10 and 11 text titles and a weblink to purchase a reactivation code (2nd 
hand text purchasers only). Students should bring this code to their first maths lesson next year and 
class teachers will assist in linking it to their online account (it is not recommended to activate prior 
to this). 
 
Should you have any further queries about this, please don’t hesitate to get in contact. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Steven Warren 
Head of Mathematics (2020) 
Moama Anglican Grammar 
  
Cambridge MATHS NSW (2nd ed.) Year 10 Stage 5.1/5.2 (Maths Standard students) 
Link for purchase of reactivation code: 
https://www.cambridge.edu.au/education/titles/CambridgeMATHS-NSW-Year-10-51-52-Second-
Edition-Reactivation-Code/#.Xdcj5XtS9N0 
  
Cambridge MATHS NSW (2nd ed.) Year 10 Stage 5.1/5.2/5.3 (Maths Advanced students) 
Link for purchase of reactivation code: 
https://www.cambridge.edu.au/education/titles/CambridgeMATHS-NSW-Year-10-51-52-53-Second-
Edition-Reactivation-Code/#.XdckCHtS9N0 
 
Cambridge MATHS NSW Year 11 Stage 6 Mathematics Standard 
Link for purchase of reactivation code: 
https://www.cambridge.edu.au/education/titles/CambridgeMATHS-Stage-6-Mathematics-Standard-
Year-11-Reactivation-Code/ 
 
Cambridge MATHS NSW Year 11 Stage 6 Mathematics Advanced 
Link for purchase of reactivation code: 
https://www.cambridge.edu.au/education/titles/CambridgeMATHS-Stage-6-Mathematics-Advanced-
Year-11-Reactivation-Code/ 
 
Cambridge MATHS NSW Year 11 Stage 6 Mathematics Extension 1  
(Extension students should purchase this title only) 
Link for purchase of reactivation code: 
https://www.cambridge.edu.au/education/titles/CambridgeMATHS-Stage-6-Mathematics-Extension-
1-Year-11-Reactivation-Code/ 
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